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Aspecies is Endangered when it faces 0 11(1'/ high ri1' 

of extinction in the wild , bosed on mrosurrmr,nl> of 
populolion size and/or geographic range ond Ihrir 

trends in the post, present and/or future. 

The Vaquita, phacaena sinus, is listed as 

'Critically Endangered' on the IUCN 

Red List of Th reatened Species™ This 

small porpoise is restricted to the upper 

Gulf of Cal ifornia, Mexico, and has the 

unfortu nate distinction of being the 

world's most threatened cetacea n species. 

With a population estimated at only 

around 150, the Va qu ita is undergoing 

• disastro us decline. The up pe r Gulf of 

C.lifornia is intensively fished, an d as 

result the most serious threat to the 

'.~u ita is entanglement in gill nets. 

Since 20 08, the Gove rnment of Mexico 

has established the Vaquita Refuge as 

a net-free fishing zone, and red uced 

the level of fishing effort in other areas 

through a combination of economic 

measures. Compensation for fishing 

pe rmit holders who retire their permits 

or switch to other Vaquita-safe fishing 

methods, and improved enforcement to 

regulate illegal fi shing have so far reduced 

the gill net fishing effort by about a third. 

Howeve r, given the pe rilous status of the 

Vaquita , stronger measu res are needed 

to ensure that all gill nets are removed 

from the entire range of the species. 
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Aspecies is CriticallyEndangered when it fom an 
extremely high risk of extinc:tion in the wild, based on 
measurements of population size and/or geographic 
range and their t rends in the post. present and/or 
future. 
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